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EXT. SPACE - NIGHT

YEAR: 2600 A.D.

Above Planet Earth, A GIANT COCKROACH approaches and dwarfs

a Space Station. It could eat the Space Station in one bite.

INT. SPACE STATION - HALLWAY - NIGHT

A RED ALERT sounds.

Military personnel hustle in every direction.

INTERCOM

Planetary Invasion! Please remain

calm! Planetary Invasion. Please

remain calm!

INT. SPACE STATION - WAR ROOM - NIGHT

The Red Alert echoes in the distance.

Two overweight military officials meet over a red glowing

table, the only source of light. Their uniforms barely fit.

A red wire-frame hologram of the Cockroach and Space

Station. Schematics of weaponry.

COMMANDER

They’re back. And we’re

outnumbered. We don’t even know

what they’ve got.

The ADMIRAL slams his fist on the table.

ADMIRAL

Damn it! Then we have no choice.

The Admiral presses a button. The hologram changes to five

elite bounty hunters dressed like Snake Eyes. They hold

over-sized, hi-tech, exotic weaponry. Schematics.

ADMIRAL

We must deploy The Black Page.

The Commander looks terrified.

COMMANDER

My god, Bill, you can’t be serious!

The last time we let them out for a

single afternoon, they dosed
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COMMANDER (cont’d)
seventeen thousand school children

in Peru with DMT, tried to crash

The Moon into the Pacific Ocean,

and assassinated the President of

Egypt’s prize-winning Chinchilla!

ADMIRAL

Dammit, I know! But they’re the

most deadly weapon we’ve got! I’ll

destroy the entire universe before

I turn the human race into food for

a bunch of giant cockroaches.

He reaches for a phone.

SCRATCHY VOICE

No.

A old man in an automated unicycle wheelchair emerges from

the darkness. Eye patch, long beard, no arms or legs. His

voice a deep whisper.

MILITARY PSYCHOLOGIST

The Roaches are now far superior to

us in every way. Any sign of

competence will be taken as

aggression.

The Admiral SLAMS the phone down.

ADMIRAL

Then what the hell do you

recommend?!

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

OMEGUS, red-bearded paladin, sits on the corner of a

queen-sized bed. The weight of his GLOWING BLUE plate mail

armor CRUSHES the bed.

SFX: SQUEAK!

He eyes a closed door.

The sound of a HAIR DRYER in the bathroom.

He slides off one metal boot.

His foot is disgusting. Mangled and bloody. Nearly a stump.

He struggles to scratch it with one metallic finger. Flakes

of skin and scabs sprinkle on the carpet.

(CONTINUED)
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SFX: Armor clanking.

OMEGUS

Oooo.... ah...

Ecstasy.

The hair dryer stops.

Omegus panics.

The bathroom door OPENS.

UNDER THE BED:

Omegus sweeps the foot dandruff and scabs under the bed with

his foot. A huge pile.

OMEGUS

Okay, I’m ready!

He fumbles with the boot.

A 1950s horror babe with tall Bride of Frankenstein hair,

KRULLANA, emerges. Furry spider legs and abdomen from the

waist down. A tight corset and gigantic boobs. She adjusts

her hair.

Omegus hops up and down.

SFX: Hydraulic and crashing sounds.

The room shakes.

KRULLANA

Dammit, Tom!

OMEGUS

WHAT!

KRULLANA

Use the spray I bought you!

Omegus tugs on his boot.

OMEGUS

I don’t need spray. It’s fine. It’s

just that these boots--

KRULLANA

Here!

She whips a can of foot spray at his head. His helmet emits

an electrical shield.

(CONTINUED)
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SFX: ZAP!

The can bounces off.

Omegus turns and points a metal gauntlet at her.

OMEGUS

Hey!

SFX: POUNDING on the door. And an Old-Fashioned Doorbell.

DING DONG! DING DONG! DING DONG! It goes on for way too

long.

Krullana rolls her eyes.

KRULLANA

Who is it?

The doorbell continues.

SFX: DING DONG! DING DONG! DING DONG!

Omegus squints and reads the contents of the can. He finds

it hard to concentrate.

OMEGUS

Ugh...

SFX: Sustained POUNDING and DOORBELL.

Krullana scurries to the door and hits a control panel. The

door HISSES open.

A DELIVERY ROBOT drops an envelope at her feet. It looks and

sounds like a gas-powered weed-wacker. Motors away in a puff

of smoke.

ON PACKAGE

Mysterious Octopus icon.

KRULLANA

*gasp!* Tom! We’ve been drafted!

She scurries up the wall and stands on the ceiling.

Omegus stops.

OMEGUS

Huh?

He goes back to scratching.

She waves the envelope in the air.

(CONTINUED)
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KRULLANA

Remember that thing I signed us up

for?

Omegus pauses.

OMEGUS

That stupid infomercial thing?

CUT TO COMMERCIAL:

INT. MYSTERIOUS OCTOPUS - LABORATORY - NIGHT

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG pulls down a rolled-up slide and

points to it. A blueprint of a maze. Everything is

fast-paced.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

And why does an octopus have seven

legs, you ask? That’s what makes it

so Mysterious! Hahaha! Sign up now

for just nineteen micro-payments of

twenty-three seventeen, and

register for the interdimensional

adventure of a lifetime. Damn it!

Take it from the top!

He rolls up the slide again.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Are you a mutant? Are you tired of

working the same old birthday party

circuit? If so, register to be

drafted into the world’s first real

league of superheroes! For just

seventeen micropayments of--

END COMMERCIAL, CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

Krullana tears open the envelope.

KRULLANA

Attention, winners. You have been

selected to...

FADE TO:
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INT. MYSTERIOUS OCTOPUS - BRIEFING ROOM - NIGHT

Four heroes gather and listen to Dr. Quazarkog.

An empty chair.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

...join an elite team of heroes.

But before we begin, I must first

collect your payment envelopes,

insurance waivers, and

confidentiality agreements. We

haven’t much time. Yes, thank you.

Thank you.

Dr. Quazarkog collects the payment envelopes from everyone.

The door at the back of the room slams open.

Everyone turns.

A beautiful woman, MONARCH OF SNARK, enters. She wears a

comic book T-shirt, tight jeans, and horn-rimmed glasses.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Ah, Monarch of Snark. So glad--

Gunthergary Goldenrod climbs out of his chair, falls down in

a tangled mess.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

(to himself)

Ahem. Yes. Let’s see.

Dr. Cornelius shuffles through the papers.

Monarch of Snark bangs cupboards and slams the coffee

machine.

MONARCH OF SNARK

Must! Has! Coffee!

Gunthergary Goldenrod stands up and checks her out from

behind.

MONARCH OF SNARK

NEVER talk to me until I can has my

coffee!

A beat. Gunthergary Goldenrod raises his finger.

Opens his mouth.

Shuts it.

(CONTINUED)
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MONARCH OF SNARK

Muussssssst. Haaaaaaaaas.

Coffffeeeeeee. Urrrrrrgghhhh.

Gunthergary Goldenrod stares at her butt as she dances.

MONARCH OF SNARK

Iiiiii... can.... has....

cofffffffeeeeeeeee.

Gunthergary is hypnotized. A gold glow.

She jumps and claws at him like a cat.

MONARCH OF SNARK

*hiss* Raaawr! Mad kitty cat!

Gunthergary Goldenrod falls back over his tangled chair.

MONARCH OF SNARK

*laughter* El oh el, I’m such a

dork! ROFLMAO! I’m so fiesty today!

Kthxbye.

She exits.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Who was--

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Okay. Now, you will all be shown to

the crew quarters, and we’ll have a

very important mission for you

soon!

Gunthergary Goldenrod folds his contraption into a

briefcase.

INT. MYSTERIOUS OCTOPUS - LOUNGE - DAY

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD, a chubby 13-year-old boy with golden

hair and business suit is suspended in a forward-leaning

ergonomic chair. Doing some sort of strange Yoga / Alexander

Technique thing. Sweat drips from his forehead.

A Jim-Rohn clone Motivational Speaker rambles on the

television about relationships as a business.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS, a black cyborg performance artist with

multi-colored hair and five arms steps in front of the TV.

He wears a steam punk trench coat and tall platform boots.

He gestures with his arms.

(CONTINUED)
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MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

16:12. It’s the next big thing.

Imagine if the screen was not only

wider, but taller.

Gunthergary strains his neck to see around Theophilus.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Huh? That makes no sense. 16:12

is... why not just go back to 4:3?

Maestro Theophilus scratches his head.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

Why would you want to do that?

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Because it would be the same thing.

And anyway, who cares? Can you

move?

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

No, see... that’s where you’re

getting the spatial geometry wrong.

Look...

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

*exhales*

Maestro Theophilus grips every side of the screen with a

hand and points to the center with his fifth.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

16:9. Wide, but still short.

He pretends to stretch the screen vertically.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

Now. 16:12. Taller.

He holds up the older 4:3 aspect ratio screen. Its screen is

cracked and burned. Wires hang out.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

4:3. Tiny.

The television feed is interrupted by:

SPECIAL NEWS BULLETIN!

Gunthergary Goldenrod steps out of his ergonomic Yoga chair

and waves his hand.

(CONTINUED)
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GUNTHERHARY GOLDENROD

Bah. Another pseudo event.

NEWSCASTER

What you’re seeing now is a live,

unedited feed from the Bullard

Space Observatory. And it’s hard to

believe, but just minutes ago, a

Giant Cockroach From Outer Space

entered Earth’s Orbit. Ladies and

Gentlemen... We are now receiving

unconfirmed reports that the

creature is INTELLIGENT, and has

been in communication with our

government leaders. We will

continue to bring you uninterrupted

coverage of this event, but first,

a commercial for a consumer

product!

A commercial for aerosol foot powder.

Gunthergary Goldenrod hits MUTE.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

Do you realize what this means?!

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Yes, that it’s hype, not news.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

Cockroaches can breathe in outer

space! This completely ruins my new

sci-fi concept album!

INT. MYSTERIOUS OCTOPUS - WAR ROOM - NIGHT

The five heroes sit around a table.

DR. CORNELIUS QUARKAZOG gestures to a slide of a Cockroach.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

The governments of the world have

been keeping this under

secretizationment, but six days

ago, the entire species of American

Cockroach--

KRULLANA

Palmetto Bugs.

(CONTINUED)
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MONARCH OF SNARK

Huzzah!

Dr. Cornelius Quazarkog holds his hand up at Krullana and

continues.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Periplaneta Americana, to be exact,

have disappeared. The entire

population have experienced

gonement.

OMEGUS

(to Krullana)

Gonement?

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Today, above our planet’s

atmosphere, a Giant Cockroach--

KRULLANA

Palmetto Bug!

Dr. Cornelius Quarkazog stares.

MONARCH OF SNARK

MOAR!

DR. CORNELIUS QUARKAZOG

Ahem. There is no doubt that these

two events are in a state of

connectfulness. Now, my personal

tests have indicated that the Giant

Cockroach is actually a ship,

containing a vastable population of

highly-evolved Cockroaches.

KRULLANA

They’re Palme--

Dr. Cornelius Quarkazog draws a glowing mathematical rune in

the air with his finger.

Krullana loses her voice. She grabs her throat.

Omegus places his hand on her shoulder.

MONARCH OF SNARK

PWNED!

DR. CORNELIUS QUARKAZOG

The leaders of our civilizationment

have been conferalizing with their

(MORE)
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DR. CORNELIUS QUARKAZOG (cont’d)

own, and we have been chosen to

initiate diplomicism.

On screen: slides of diagrams.

OMEGUS

How do we know they’re friendly?

DR. CORNELIUS

We do not. But here are some

conjecturizations, based on their

nativistic physiologicality.

Typical cockroaches can run 50 of

their body lengths per second. If,

through evolutionness or mutational

re-genetification, they have grown

to human size, this would give them

the abilitism to run 210 miles per

hour. In addition, their eyes have

over 4,000 individual lensesables.

In summary, they are faster,

possess a greater degree of

smarthood, and are more hardyful

than any human being.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Are they capitalists?

DR. CORNELIUS

We’re still trying to determinize

that. The Mysterious Octopus has

been chosen to make First

Contactment. You will have the high

honor of welcoming an alien

species... well sort of... to our

planethood. But I’m trusting you

with a mission of much greater

importancism. Omegus, you will lead

the team. Take The Starship

Mercury, rendezvous with the

leaders of the Cockroaches, pose as

Diplomats, and await further

instructionalizationment from me.

EXT. SPACE - NIGHT

The STARSHIP MERCURY, a Station Wagon with X-Wings, flies

through space.
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INT. STARSHIP MERCURY - NIGHT

Omegus drives. Krullana shotgun. Gunthergary, Monarch of

Snark, and Theophilus in the back.

MONARCH OF SNARK

Dude! This is totally RIDONKULOUS

nerd mobile!

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

What do you think the secret

mission is?

OMEGUS

Let’s not even think about it.

Besides, if we knew the secret

mission, the enemy could torture

and interrogate us when we’re

captured.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Good thinking. Plausible

deniability.

MONARCH OF SNARK

We’re uber-geeks! Geektacular!

Krullana lowers the visor mirror and does her makeup.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

But if they’re so advanced

technologically, couldn’t they just

detect and intercept our

instructions?

OMEGUS

Ugh.

Omegus checks his wristwatch and grinds his teeth.

OMEGUS

I should have eaten something at

home.

MONARCH OF SNARK

FAIL!

KRULLANA

Don’t be a baby. We’re having

dinner when we get there.

(CONTINUED)
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GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Damn it! I hadn’t thought of that.

A beat.

Omegus looks at Gunthergary in the rear view.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

Oh, that’s right... mister vegan.

A beat.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Hmm. Do cockroaches eat meat?

The heroes look at each other in silence.

EXT. SPACE - NIGHT

The Starship Mercury enters a docking bay on the rear end of

the cockroach.

OMEGUS

Ugh. This is disgusting.

MONARCH OF SNARK

DO NOT WANT!

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

See it as a sign of trust.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - GREETING CHAMBER - NIGHT

A door hisses open and the heroes enter.

Expensive furniture. Flowers. Easy-listening new age music.

A soothing, prerecorded female voice.

VOICE

Welcome... to the Gallactastar

Blattaria.

Krullana fluffs a pillow on the couch, runs her hand along a

soft blanket.

KRULLANA

Wow! And so clean!

Monarch of Snark opens a drawer.

(CONTINUED)
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MONARCH OF SNARK

Hi-tech! I wonder if they’re on TEH

INTARWEBS?

VOICE

Please. Make yourselves at home.

Your host will be with you shortly.

Omegus unsnaps the scabbard on his sword.

OMEGUS

Be wary, team. I smell a trap...

Krullana steps in front of a large mirror and adjusts her

boobs and hair.

KRULLANA

Don’t you think you’re being just a

little bit paranoid, dear?

OMEGUS

Aha!

Omegus strides to the mirror and pushes Krullana to the

side.

He knocks on it.

OMEGUS

Hello in there!

He waves.

OMEGUS

We know you’re watching us!

He cups his hands and presses his face against the mirror,

trying to see through.

Krullana points her tri-corder device at the wall.

ON TRI-CORDER:

X-ray view of wall. Nothing but outer space behind it.

ON KRULLANA:

KRULLANA

Stop it. You’re embarrassing us.

ON OMEGUS:

(CONTINUED)
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OMEGUS

Enough. We didn’t come here to be

deceived.

Omegus PUNCHES the mirror. It SHATTERS.

Behind it, nothing but wallpaper.

MONARCH OF SNARK

Epic win!

Krullana throws her hands in the air.

KRULLANA

Great! Welcome to the Intergalactic

War of 2600!

A door on the other side of the room HISSES open.

The heroes whirl around, shock on their faces.

HEROES

*GASP!*

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - GREETING CHAMBER - NIGHT

The team whirls around to see a handsome, well-dressed human

man, ARCHIMYLACRIS. He wears a cape, Lando Calrissian-style.

He clasps his hands together and strides forward.

He is followed by OOTHECA, his beautiful female assistant.

They both wear 1960s Star-Trek-style uniforms.

Monarch of Snark stands akimbo.

MONARCH OF SNARK

Oh Hai!

Omegus steps in front of her, protectively.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

We are so very sorry! It appears

our selection of decorative

amenities has offended our most

distinguished and honored guests.

He turns to Ootheca.

(CONTINUED)
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ARCHIMYLACRIS

No more mirrors.

Ootheca shrugs.

OOTHECA

I thought humans liked looking at

themselves!

Archimylacris steps forward.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Ahem! Welcome, representatives of

the human race. I am Archimylacris,

Executive Counselor of the

Blattarians. But in the interest of

increasing rapport between our

species, you can call me by a

nickname. Archie, for example!

The heroes look at each other.

Omegus stands tall and takes up a lot of space.

OMEGUS

I am Omegus, Paladin of the Blue

Light, Protector of the Lost

Secrets of the Mysterious Octopus.

And this is--

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Krullana, yes, yes, of course!

Archimylacris steps forward and takes Krullana’s hand.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

The scream queen from Tranzorg IX.

We are quite familiar with your

work in the horror and sci-fi

genre. We are so honored you could

join us...

Krullana blushes and adjusts her hair.

OMEGUS

Okay, you don’t need to do the

thing.

Archimylacris gestures and bows.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Please, visitors... come with me,

there is much to discuss. But

first, a banquet!
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INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - HALLWAY - NIGHT

Archimylacris escorts the heroes. Everything is high-tech.

Looks like the Apple Store. Plexiglass, titanium.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Our ship is the Galactastar

Blattaria, home to our entire

species. We are so excited to

return to our home planet of Earth,

and share our advanced culture and

technology with you.

Attractive humans pass them and smile.

Omegus furls his brow.

OMEGUS

Seriously? How can you claim to

progress this much in only 6 days?

Evolution takes millions of years.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

That’s true, if you start out as a

human.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

He’s got a point...

MONARCH OF SNARK

Oh, snap!

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Your civilization has spent the

majority of its energy on what is

little more than tribal warfare,

which you now call Sports and

Capitalism -- and as a consequence,

struggle to fulfill your basic

needs. Once a species can conquer

such primitive survival mechanisms,

there is no limit to what you can

achieve.

Gunthergary Goldenrod swings his fist. It glows.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Yes! Achievement! Now you’re

speaking my language!

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Our species is known for its

ability to adapt to any harsh

(MORE)
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ARCHIMYLACRIS (cont’d)
environment. But once we were free

from our only natural predators...

you, the humans... we evolved at

our naturally rapid rate. It only

took 2 days to discovered how to

flash-alter our DNA at will. Oh,

and as of yesterday, we’re

biologically immortal.

Gunthergary Goldenrod smiles and elbows Archimylacris in the

ribs.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

Tell me, Archie, how do you say

"success" in the native language of

the Blattarians?

ARCHIMYLACRIS

An excellent question, my friend,

but the Blattarians never needed to

develop a spoken or written

language.

He points to his head. Cockroach-like antennae sprout.

Omegus jumps and grabs at the wall.

OMEGUS

Agh!

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

Psionics!

MONARCH OF SNARK

GTFO!

ARCHIMYLACRIS

That’s right.

The antennae retract and meld back into his hair.

Omegus grabs his chest and breathes in relief.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

We only speak your language and

take on a human form because we

know your species has... well, a

difficulty with the unknown.

OMEGUS

Yeah? Well if you’re so advanced,

then why does your ship look like a

giant cockroach? Heh-heh.

(CONTINUED)
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Omegus winks at Krullana. She rolls her eyes.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Oh, yes. That. You see, As of

Tuesday, we have complete control

over matter. We can choose to

polymorph our bodies or ship into

any shape we’d like.

He claps his hands.

CUT TO:

INT. SPACE STATION - COMMAND CENTER - NIGHT

A crewman spits out his latte all over the helm, spins

around in his chair and POINTS to the view screen.

CREWMAN

Sir!

The Admiral and Commander look over their shoulders.

The Giant Cockroach ship polymorphs into random objects at

the speed of a strobe light.

The Admiral faints.

A beat.

The Commander side-steps away. Slow.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - HALLWAY - NIGHT

Archimylacris claps his hands again and opens a door into a

banquet room.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT

A table. Beautiful waitresses carry trays of food.

Archimylacris gestures for the heroes to enter.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

But, our cultural research

indicates that the appearance of a

giant cockroach in outer space

could not be ignored or denied by

your government and media. Did you

know planet Earth has actually been

(MORE)
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ARCHIMYLACRIS (cont’d)
visited over 12 million times by

advanced extra-terrestrial

civilizations, none of which

thought of using a giant cockroach?

Archimylacris smiles.

The heroes sit.

Archimylacris stops and rubs his chin.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Although our marketing team did

briefly consider using a flying

panda...

Gunthergary Goldenrod pokes at a plate of colorful, alien

food.

He scans it with SMARTY, his Intelligent Smartphone.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

The textures and colors... are

these... vegetables? er...

Monarch of Snark pretends to eat.

MONARCH OF SNARK

NOM NOM NOM. El Oh El! I can has

cheezeburger!

Omegus furls his brow at Monarch of Snark and pokes at the

food.

OMEGUS

Indeed.

He eyes Archimylacris with suspicious eyes.

Smarty wiggles.

SMARTY

*Beep! Fart!*

Gunthergary Goldenrod flips through statistics and graphs.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

No way! You’re... BORGIVORES! The

architecture of this food consists

of... Programmed, Non-Sentient

Lifeforms... nanobots delivering a

full spectrum of essential amino

(MORE)
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GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD (cont’d)
acids, macronutrients,

phytonutrients! Entirely

synthesized and biologically

balanced for complete nutrition!

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Doesn’t it seem like a fundamental

problem that any civilization

should address?

Gunthergary Goldenrod takes a bite, chews, and nods.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

This is incredible!

Gunthergary Goldenrod glows a golden aura.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Oh, and it’s impossible to overeat.

It’s 100% efficient bionetic

energy.

Gunthergary Goldenrod SHOVELS food into his mouth.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

Okay, so you’ve figure out food.

Big deal. What about the arts?

Music?

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Ah, a musician! We’re so glad you

asked, otherwise it would be

against our ethics to share it with

you.

Archimylacris claps his hands.

A MUSICIAN enters holding a tiny black box on a pillow.

Omegus rubs his metallic boots together under the table.

KRULLANA

Did you use the spray?

Omegus furls his brow.

The Musician opens the box. The audible spectrum is BLASTED

with gibberish and chaos.

The heroes arch their backs and grab their ears, paralyzed

in terror.

(CONTINUED)
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Maestro Theophilus gets out of his chair and falls to his

knees in front of the musician.

Archimylacris smiles.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

True temperament. Geometrical

rhythmic displacement of primes.

Dynamic real-time convergence of

pure harmonic intervals. It’s all

there... everything... and more...

His eyes full of tears.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

But how? How did you...

Archimylacris walks in circles around Maestro Theophilus,

his arms folded behind his back.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

What you are hearing, Maestro

Theophilus, is the solution to your

ancient problem of consonance and

dissonance. Just two days ago we

broke The Music Barrier.

MAESTRO THEOPHILUS

It’s like a dream...

ARCHIMYLACRIS

The music your culture makes is

only a grasping imitation. THIS is

the real thing.

MAESTRO THEOPHILIUS

No genres, no compositions... only

one infinite, complex, timeless,

living tone...

ARCHIMYLACRIS

The sound of physics, mathematics,

transcending all language... the

frequency of pure thought itself.

OMEGUS

(screaming)

Dear God, make it stop!

The Musician closes the box. Everyone is freed.

Omegus slams his fists on the table and stands.
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OMEGUS

I can’t take it anymore!

KRULLANA

Behave yourself, Tom! Appreciate

the cultural diversity. We’re

guests here!

OMEGUS

No! My feet are itching like CRAZY!

KRULLANA

Then excuse yourself politely!

OMEGUS

(screaming)

Excuse me!

Omegus limps out.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - HALLWAY - NIGHT

Omegus opens a pouch on his belt and pulls out the aerosol

can of foot ointment.

ARCHIMYLACRIS (O.C.)

While we do have unlimited power,

we must loosely conform to the

dimensional constraints of your

temporary social reality. Breaking

ALL the physical laws of your

localized game universe at once

would create a psychic disturbance

of such great magnitude that it

would annihilate the galaxy. Now

then, who wants to learn about

Proto-Genetic Parapsychology?

KRULLANA

That sounds delightful! (O.C.)

OMEGUS

(sarcastic)

That sounds delightful...

He leans against the wall, kicks his boot off, and sprays

his swollen foot.

A passing Blattarian sees the aerosol can and PANICS.

CLOSE ON CAN

CLOSE ON BLATTARIAN
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BLATTARIAN

(screaming)

Agh!

He turns into a human-sized cockroach.

OMEGUS

(screaming like a woman)

Agh! Cockroach!

Omegus THROWS his boot at the Blattarian.

The Blattarian dodges.

BLATTARIAN

Assassin!

The Blattarian presses a button on the wall.

A RED ALERT sounds.

INTERCOM

*horrible gargling and screaming in

an alien language*

He scurries up the wall and down the hallway in a blur.

A Swarm of Secret Service Blattarians appear.

SECRET SERVICE BLATTARIAN #1

Pause!

Omegus DIVES head-first into a ventilation shaft.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT

VOICES

Security breach! Down! Get down!

A pair of Secret Service Blattarians TACKLE Archimylacris

and drag him from the room.

Monarch of Snark jumps on a table and raises her fists in

the air.

MONARCH OF SNARK

Leerrrrrrrroy Jenkins!

BLATTARIAN SECRET SERVICE

Don’t move, human scum!

Gunthergary Goldenrod’s fists glow.
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END OF ACT TWO

ACT THREE

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT

BLATTARIAN SECRET SERVICE

Don’t move, human scum!

Gunthergary Goldenrod’s fists glow. He shouts a phrase from

a long-dead social media philosopher.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

You have everything you need to

build something far bigger than

yourself!

Nothing happens. His power fizzles. His shoulders slump.

The Blattarians stare at him.

BLATTARIAN SECRET SERVICE GUARD #1

We know that.

MONARCH OF SNARK

You can do eet!

Gunthergary tries again.

GUNTHERGARY GOLDENROD

It is the set of the sails, not the

direction of the wind that

determines which way we will go!

Golden Energy blasts from Gunthergary Goldenrod’s fists. The

Blattarian Secret Service Guard #1 retreats.

MONARCH OF SNARK

El Oh El!

Blattarian Secret Service Guard #2 attacks Monarch of Snark.

MONARCH OF SNARK

O, rly?

She karate kicks the Blattarian in the abdomen.

MONARCH OF SNARK

You picked the wrong hot nerd-core

chick to mess with today!

The Blattarian falls.
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MONARCH OF SNARK

Yay me!

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - TECH ROOM - NIGHT

Archimylacris reclines in a medical chair.

A Blattarian Doctor plugs in a giant ray gun device, pointed

at the head of Archimylacris.

They speak in clicks and gargles. Subtitles.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

This again?

BLATTARIAN DOCTOR

Looks like we forgot one. Hold your

breath.

SFX: Crescendo of tense music.

The Blattarian Doctor pulls a trigger on a hand-held device.

SFX: CLICK!

Anticlimactic.

BLATTARIAN DOCTOR

All done!

Archimylacris watches Monarch of Snark on a screen.

Two Secret Service Blattarians change out of their Secret

Security outfits into ROBES.

BLATTARIAN #1

The spectacled human female speaks

an esoteric 600-year-old dialect.

It is known as "Snark." Made

popular by primitive social

networking culture at the turn of

the millenium.

BLATTARIAN #2

We find it quite obnoxious.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Indeed.

BLATTARIAN #1

The human species used their first

multimedia global communication

(MORE)
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BLATTARIAN #1 (cont’d)
system called The Internet to share

photos of cats with poorly-spelled

captions.

BLATTARIAN #2

In 2012, unbeknownst to them, their

civilization had actually ENDED

through the a quantum phenomenon

known as The Commodification of

Geek Culture. Ironically, in all

that time, they’ve only produced

one film, a sci-fi.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

What is it?

BLATTARIAN #2

Planet of the Apes. Over

two-hundred fifty thousand versions

of it. It’s been remade so many

times it’s no longer about a

planet, or even apes. The humans

have been celebrating this

preserved state of filmmaking

depravity for six centuries.

BLATTARIAN #1

(to Archimylacris)

Please. It’s hopeless, Counselor.

How much more do we need to observe

them before making a decision?

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - SHIP BOWELS - NIGHT

A ventilation shaft opens.

Omegus emerges.

His bare foot leaves bloody footprints. He limps.

He draws his bio-electric fire-sword.

Blue flames and electricity arc.

He looks up.

An emormous dome. Most of the ship is empty, so vast that

the far end is hazy.
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OMEGUS

Whoa.

The communication device on his wrist crackles.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Omegus, come in.

Quazarkog blows into the mic and taps on it. Cheap mic. The

sound is compressed.

OMEGUS

Yes. I’m in the bowels of the ship.

DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Splendid. I need you to go to the

Engine Room. Be sure--

Static interference.

OMEGUS

Engine room? Where is that?

The communication device goes dead.

OMEGUS

Onward.

Omegus sprints off down a hallway.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - TECH ROOM - NIGHT

BLATTARIAN #1

What is he--

BLATTARIAN #2

We don’t have an engine room.

They laugh.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT

The heroes trade sci-fi fire with Blattarian Soldiers.

Archimylacris enters the room and walks to the center,

observing.

The fire passes through his body with no effect.
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ARCHIMYLACRIS

Okay, everyone. Let’s settle down.

That’s quite enough.

The heroes are bewildered.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Now then, I want to apologize to

everyone for that misunderstanding.

The heroes listen.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

For hundreds of years, humans have

committed genocide against the

Blattarians--

KRULLANA

Cockroaches!

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Yes, that’s wonderful. With each

and every aerosol-propelled

chemical in the known universe. And

unlike you, we have developed the

technology to erase our primal

fears. In fact, it was one of the

first things we discovered last

week. But we overlooked just one.

Our apologies.

KRULLANA

Where is Omegus?

ARCHIMYLACRIS

He’s in an area of the ship we

hadn’t designed very well...

Atchimylacris looks at Ootheca.

OOTHECA

We didn’t think anyone would go in

there!

ARCHIMYLACRIS

It’s rather large and it’s mostly

empty. He seems to think he’s on a

secret mission of some sort, trying

to find the engine room.

A beat.
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BLATTARIANS

*laughter*

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BOWELS - NIGHT

Omegus jogs, slows, and takes a break. He leans on his

knees. Covered in sweat. He wipes his brow.

OMEGUS

Phew! This place is huge.

A squad of Blattarians approach.

He ducks behind a bunch of crates.

The Blattarians pass by Omegus’s bloody footprints that lead

behind the crate.

BLATTARIAN

(sarcastic)

He might be around here. Keep an

eye out for him.

They disappear down a hallway.

Omegus continues the other direction, dragging his bloody

foot behind him, John-McClane-style.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT

Omegus’s boot sits on the table.

SECRET SERVICE BLATTARIAN #1

It crawled into the wall and left a

leg behind.

They look at the boot.

SECRET SERVICE BLATTARIAN #2

Great. Now it’s going to infest our

pristine starship with thousands

upon thousands of slime-suckling

children from its filthy,

pus-filled egg sack.

The Blattarians all laugh.

KRULLANA

So what, this is just a game to

you? Is this all a science

experiment?
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ARCHIMYLACRIS

Not at all. We have come, in all

sincerity, to share our discoveries

with you. We are hoping you are

ready to become a Type 1 Galactic

Civilization.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - ENGINE ROOM - NIGHT

Omegus runs into an enormous room full of glass tubes,

geometrical lights. They move in complex rhythms, like

gears.

OMEGUS

This must be it.

He pulls out the Aerosol can.

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT

The intercom on the wall beeps.

OMEGUS (O.C.)

Archimylacris.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

(to Ootheca)

Oh, did you install intercoms?

Really?

OOTHECA

I wanted it to look like a real

space ship from one of their TV

shows.

Atchimylacris strides to the intercom.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Let me guess, is there an engine

room, too?

OOTHECA

Kinda... I didn’t have a lot of

time, but--

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Wow.

Archimylacris presses a button.
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ARCHIMYLACRIS

Yes? Omegus? This is Archy. Your

buddy.

OMEGUS

You have 30 seconds to free us and

leave Earth forever, or I blow up

your ship.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

And how do you propose to do that?

Omegus sprays the foot powder.

OMEGUS

Sound familiar?

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Oh, with foot powder. And how do

you expect us to comply with your

demands in 30 seconds?

OMEGUS

Better run fast, little buggy.

Omegus sprays the foot ointment into the intercom, shorting

it out.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

How is that at all rational? Even

if we were holding you all hostage,

why would he want to blow up the

ship, with you on it?

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - ENGINE ROOM - NIGHT

Omegus throws the spray can across the room.

OMEGUS

Stupid! Stupid! Stupid!

INT. GALLACTASTAR BLATTARIA - BANQUET ROOM - NIGHT

BLATTARIAN #1

Archimylacris. This was a waste of

time.

BLATTARIAN #2

The humans are a confusing species.

We cannot solve the problems they

continue to create for themselves.

(MORE)
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BLATTARIAN #2 (cont’d)

If these five are the chosen

representatives of the human race,

then we know what they are unable

to transcend their own culture.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Then let this be a new discovery

for us. Some races are unable to

evolve beyond Form Zero. We will

leave them to live on planet earth.

We will travel forth and explore

the universe.

Archimylacris claps his hands.

Omegus appears.

OMEGUS

Stupid! Stu--

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Our most sincere apologies. Humans

of Earth, thank you for meeting

with us. We formally surrender and

will now... retreat.

Archimylacris bows.

ARCHIMYLACRIS

Please, feel free to take your ship

and return to Earth, unharmed.

Archimylacris claps his hands.

EXT. SPACE - NIGHT

The Starship Mercury exits the rear end of the Giant

Cockroach. The Gallactastar Blattaria warps into the

distance.

INT. STARSHIP MERCURY - NIGHT

Omegus drives.

OMEGUS

I feel sick.

The old radio functions as a com-link on the dash board.
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DR. CORNELIUS QUAZARKOG

Outstanding work, team! Mission

accomplished! You’ve not only saved

the planet, but your bravery has

secured us government funding for

The Mysterious Octopus! You’re

planetary heroes!

Omegus throws up in his own lap.

INT. AWARDS CEREMONY - DAY

The five heroes of the Mysterious Octopus stand on steps.

The President of Registration hangs Gold-Level Member

Lanyards around their necks.

CREDITS

INT. SPACE STATION - WAR ROOM - NIGHT

Guys in overcoats disassemble the war room.

The Commander’s chair is yanked out from under him.

COMMANDER

Damn it! Those amateurs have stolen

our funding!

An overcoated worker eyes the Psychologist’s wheelchair,

ready to take it.

PSYCHOLOGIST

Now is the time!

The ADMIRAL slams his fist on a button.

EVERYONE

Deploy The Black Page!

THE END


